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Micro-Moments 
and User intent

How do your users
decide?
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Who is Website Counseling?
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- Website Strategy

- Website Audit

- Website Optimization

- Website Development

- Content Creation

- Digital Marketing Strategy

Our services
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Searching for an answer
Finding the nearest

supermarket

Purchasing a product
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What is user intent?
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Why does this matter?

But they aren’t anymore…Things used to be so easy!
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Maps entries decide 
about business 
success.

Cross-device and 
responsive is crucial.

Being visible online 
helps to win clients.
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User intent options

Informational The user wants to learn something

Transactional The user is seeking a specific 
product or service

Navigational The user is seeking a specific 
website

Inexpensive travel 
destinations

Search Intent

Article with overview 
about travel destinations

Grass cut roboter Wants to find an 
(online) store that sells 
grass cut roboters

Wall Street Journal Wants to find the link 
to Wall Street Journal
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What does this
mean for your
website?
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Improve your website for user intent

- Make sure users find what they are looking for

- Provide information at every step of the journey

- Engage with users to convince them to purchase

- You have to be there at every stage!

Getting traffic that converts means 

providing exactly what your desired 

reader seeks.
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User intent on your website
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User intent example
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eCommerce Best Practice
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Based on the source or search terms, users expect
different entry points.

Identify the context behind them and show relevant 
content and pages.

Create the right entry points
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Search: 
„Backpacks for Travel“
Intent: 
Overview of different backpacks

Finding:
I think a backpack with 40l is
good for my trip

Informational content
(overviews, comparisons)

People also ask à use for
keywords
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Search: 
„backpacks for travel 40l“
Intent: 
Narrowing down the search. Wants to find 
an overview of specific travel backpacks

Finding:
I want a backpack from
North Face. Detailed information on the

search term

Shooping suggestions for 40l 
backpacks
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Search: 
„North face backpack“
Intent: 
Which backpacks does North Face sell?

Best practice: Product
overview as search results

Backback finder facilitates
the decision
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Improve your onsite Search

For users who know what they want.

Search

Auto suggestion

Give your customer an idea of the depth of your 
product range
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Don’t make me think.

- Clear message
- Color should be present
- 1st CTA above fold

Clear CTA
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Help your users to know exactly where 
they are located

- Breadcrumbs
- Progress indicators

Where am I?


